
The Solution

APD supplies complete end to end control room systems. 
Our ‘Demand Resolution and Incident Management’ portfolio,
manages all aspects of an incident; call handling, despatch, 
officer support, tracking and mobile data, all integrating to 
form a single, seamless solution. 

Abu Dhabi’s system comprises the CORTEX Integrated
Communications Control System, STORM CAD system, 
POLARISTM mobile data and INCATM vehicle location. 
Instead of a host of operators with several telephones,
various intercoms and radios, each operator now manages 
all incoming and outgoing communications using
touchscreen monitors. Not only is there noticeable noise
reduction in the Control Room meaning it is a better
environment in which to work but there have also been
significant increases in efficiency and effectiveness.

APD’s CORTEX is available in a number of languages and 
in the Abu Dhabi Control Rooms, the screens are presented 
in Arabic. Training on the system and supporting
documentation was delivered in both Arabic and English,
with on-going support offered by our in-region engineers.

Abu Dhabi is the largest of the emirates in the UAE,
and is seen as one of the technology leaders in the
Middle East. The Abu Dhabi Police Force (a department
of the Ministry of Interior) is in charge of planning,
security programs and supervision of tasks and duties
of police stations. 

Background

As part of a programme of modernisation, His Highness 
Lt. Gen. Sheikh Saif Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the Minister 
of Interior, commissioned worldwide research to find the
most suitable solution to establish best practice for police
communications. As a result the TETRA Committee was 
set up and visited a number of sites looking at best of
breed communication networks, platforms and systems
from some of the most technologically advanced police
forces in the world. During that process, the Committee
visited the UK Airwave Pilot site at Lancashire
Constabulary. Here they saw APD’s CORTEXTM in
operational use - the first TETRA based Emergency
Services Integrated Communications and Control 
System in the world.

Following on from the research undertaken by the TETRA
Committee, EADS was chosen to provide a digital TETRA
network and APD was selected to supply the Control Room,
despatch, mobile data and vehicle location applications.

The Abu Dhabi Police system is now operational, 
with a state of the art demand resolution and incident
management solution, providing both officers and public
with a resilient and flexible communications system.
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Currently, five Control Rooms have been commissioned
throughout Abu Dhabi, with the system capable of running 
in excess of 500 positions. One of the rooms is a fully
operational TETRA training facility, ensuring that operators
are fully conversant with this intuitive system before they 
go live. A fully suited system is also located in the UK,
allowing for training and support functions to be carried 
out in a professional manner. 

APD’s CORTEX and Steria’s STORM work together in 
the Control Rooms to ensure that seamless communication 
between operators and front line officers is achieved. 
All communication is dynamically managed, prioritised
and presented to operators’ touchscreens.  

APD’s POLARIS Mobile Data is delivered via in-vehicle
Microbus Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs). Officers can receive
incidents from the Control Room, access their own in-house
databases and carry out vehicle and traffic enquiries whilst
on patrol. 

The need for officers to make decisions in the field is an
important part of policing, both in terms of speed of incident
resolution and their own job satisfaction. Remote access to
these databases means that officers now have the most up
to date information at their fingertips when and where they
need it.

Resilience and Flexibility

The technology and applications in a Control Room 
are there to support the operators. APD was tasked 
with delivering a system that allows Control Room 
staff to concentrate on providing the right service 
and not be concerned about how to operate the
new equipment. 

CORTEX was designed by users for users and this
intuitive system has ensured that the Abu Dhabi operators
are making the most of this user-friendly, semi-automated
process. It also lends itself to crisis management as 
all systems are highly resilient and the system can 
be operated in a number of different configurations.

One of the biggest headaches for senior officers is fear 
of the Control Room failing. The APD solution took this
into account and has provided a system with such
resilience that every area of the solution is duplicated;
in the event of a Control Room going down, another 
Room will take over the CAD, mobile data and ICCS 
and normal service can continue without interruption.

The flexible nature of the solution enables Abu Dhabi
Police to make best use of their facilities; keeping Control
Rooms as satellite rooms brought together and operated
as a larger virtual Control Room. The Training Room can
also be used for live operation at a moment’s notice, 
providing a fully functional fallback solution, meeting 
the needs of the Abu Dhabi Police.

Successful Implementation

APD assumed responsibility for delivering the whole solution 
and a plan was developed to ensure in-region presence on 
a 24 hour basis by APD personnel, as well as enhanced 
training for Abu Dhabi Police engineers. 

As an organisation supporting mission-critical systems
worldwide, APD is used to adapting and tailoring processes
to fit into a variety of cultures. APD engineers have worked
in the country from the beginning of the installation and
Project Managers have handled the implementation with 
a hands on and collaborative approach. The engineers from
APD and Abu Dhabi Police have worked in partnership from
day one and training has been delivered both in-region and
at APD’s offices in the UK.  

The use of the dedicated Training Suite proved essential in
the successful ‘go live’ of this project. In the weeks prior to
the system becoming fully operational, the training room was
utilised round the clock, in preparation for taking the General
Head Quarters (GHQ) Control Room live in November 2007. 

INCA, APD’s intelligent in-vehicle unit which not only
provides real time tracking of units  but also delivers
historical data for management information purposes, 
has been in use by Abu Dhabi Police since 2005. 
They now have around 500 vehicles with INCA installed,
integrating with the STORM map client and displaying
vehicle movement in the Control Rooms. 

Speed of response is an essential part of day to day policing, 
and each workstation is able to use the information from 
the INCAs to pinpoint a location and ensure that the nearest
vehicle is despatched to an incident.

It was vital to Abu Dhabi Police that all the communications,
command, control and computer applications merged into 
an integrated 4Ci solution to ensure that decision making
officers and operators always have the best and most up 
to date information available. APD has delivered a solution
where all Control Room components have been joined
together to provide this 4Ci single, fully integrated solution,
delivering mission-critical information to both front line
officers and Control Room dispatch. 
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Future

In the world of technology, nothing stands still – and 
the APD solution is totally future proofed and capable 
of changing to meet the needs of Abu Dhabi Police and 
the introduction of new technologies.

In the short term, more Control Rooms are planned and the 
Civil Defence and Ambulance services will be incorporating 
their Control Rooms into the existing police rooms. A crisis
management centre is also being planned to ensure that 
the greatest resilience and fallback possible is offered 
across the whole of the UAE.

An exciting development is the plan to provide CORTEX 
and STORM workstations within two Command Vehicles. 
These Mobile Control Rooms would be able to operate 
anywhere in the UAE via satellite link. The flexibility that 
would be offered by these vehicles will ensure that any 
major incidents outside the reach of a normal Control 
Room are covered, with the Command Vehicle operating
directly at the site of the incident. 

The Abu Dhabi implementation is the first fully integrated
TETRA control room of this type in the Middle East. With 
our partners, EADS, RACAL and Steria, the Abu Dhabi 
solution confirms APD’s position as one of the leading 
TETRA integrators in the world.

Brigadier Ahmed Naser Al Raisi, General Director Central
Operations said that by incorporating the latest technological
advancement in the field of communication we have
achieved effective and efficient service available to public
round the clock. Adoption of this system will help Abu Dhabi
Police to achieve its goal towards a Safer Community. It is
also one of the strategic initiatives for the Abu Dhabi Police
implemented under the directives of His Highness Lt. Gen.
Sheikh Saif Bin Zayed AI Nahyan, the Minister of Interior.
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“This shows the keeness of the leadership
to assure the safety and security of the
people and provide them with a high 
quality of service.”


